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Abstract: It has been argued that many non-perturbative phenomena in quan-
tum mechanics (QM) and quantum field theory (QFT) are determined by complex
field configurations, and that these contributions should be understood in terms of
Picard-Lefschetz theory. In this work we compute the contribution from non-BPS
multi-instanton configurations, such as instanton-anti-instanton [II¯] pairs, and argue
that these contributions should be interpreted as exact critical points at infinity. The
Lefschetz thimbles associated with such critical points have a specific structure aris-
ing from the presence of non-Gaussian, quasi-zero mode (QZM), directions. When
fermion degrees of freedom are present, as in supersymmetric theories, the effective
bosonic potential can be written as the sum of a classical and a quantum potential.
We show that in this case the semi-classical contribution of the critical point at in-
finity vanishes, but there is a non-trivial contribution that arises from its associated
non-Gaussian QZM-thimble. This approach resolves several puzzles in the literature
concerning the semi-classical contribution of correlated [II¯] pairs. It has the surprising
consequence that the configurations dominating the expansion of observables, and the
critical points defining the Lefschetz thimble decomposition need not be the same, a
feature not present in the traditional Picard-Lefschetz approach.
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1 Introduction
The semi-classical expansion is an invaluable tool in quantum field theory and quantum
mechanics [1, 2]. However, beyond leading order, the naive semi-classical “instanton
gas” expansion is typically ill-defined. The standard example of the problems that
arise at higher order is that of an instanton-anti-instanton [II¯] pair. The instanton is
a real saddle point of the path integral, characterized by a “fugacity” e−SI/g. But since
instantons and anti-instantons attract one another, in the instanton gas framework
there is no exact saddle point in the [II¯] sector at finite separation. The action of such
a configuration continuously decreases as the two pseudo-particles get closer. On the
other hand, we expect physical observables, such as quantum mechanical energies, to
have a well-defined expansion in powers of the instanton fugacity. Some progress was
made by Bogomolny and Zinn-Justin a long time ago [2–4], who computed higher order
terms using analytic continuation, as reviewed below. However, this calculation left
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several conceptual and practical questions unanswered. In this paper, we resolve some
of these issues, revisiting the BZJ analysis by taking advantage of recent progress in
applying resurgence theory [5–14] and Picard-Lefschetz theory [15–21] to path integrals.
It has become clear that the semi-classical expansion naturally lives in the com-
plexified field space [5, 12, 17–20, 22–27]. The infinite dimensional space that appears
in path integration is to be deformed into hypersurfaces in the complexified field space
attached to the saddles. Such hypersurfaces (known as “Lefschetz thimbles”) should
be chosen to guarantee that the integration always yields a convergent result. A conve-
nient choice of these manifolds is generated by the complexified gradient flow equations
in the field space [17, 18, 28] (as opposed to the real gradient flow equations or valley
methods, cf. [29]) given by
∂φ
∂u
=
δS¯[φ¯]
δφ¯
. (1.1)
Here, φ(x, u) is the (complexified) field that depends on the Euclidean space-time point
x, and the gradient flow time u, and S[φ] is the holomorphic action functional. The
flow equation (1.1) ensures that the real part of the action increases along the flow,
while the imaginary part remains constant, and hence naturally generalizes the sta-
tionary phase approximation in ordinary finite-dimensional integrals [30, 31]. If the
flow equation is initialized in the vicinity of the saddle point1, then the flow equations
define a hypersurface with the two desired features: (1) the thimble contains the saddle
point, and (2) the path integral converges with the fields along the thimble.
This observation implies that “unstable” saddles of the Euclidean action (i.e. criti-
cal points which are saddles rather than the minima of the action) should be treated on
an equal footing with those saddles that minimize the action. Historically, this point
led to some confusion, because it was not always clear how to incorporate solutions
with negative fluctuation modes. In principle, Picard-Lefschetz theory provides con-
ceptual clarity in such situations. Note also that the contribution of “unstable” saddles
generically requires the integration to be performed along complex manifolds in field
space.
This issue arises unavoidably at second (and higher) order in the semi-classical
expansion. To describe physics at O(e−2SI/g), the saddles [II], [I¯I¯] and [II¯] must all
be treated on an equal footing. In the literature it is often asserted that instanton-anti-
instanton configurations are not critical points of the action, because of the existence
of a classical interaction between them of the form V (τ) ∼ ±1
g
e−τ , where τ is the
quasi-zero mode direction. However, this potential has a critical point at infinity.2 In
this work, by considering certain quantum mechanical (QM) systems on an Euclidean
1The flow equation clearly cannot be initialized exactly at the saddle point, since the RHS of (1.1)
vanishes there.
2Interesting properties of critical points at infinity in ordinary integrals have been discussed in [30].
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temporal circle with finite size β, we first find critical points at finite β. Upon taking
β →∞ such saddles move to infinity. We show that the multi-instanton expansion, or
cluster expansion, performed by using the Lefschetz thimbles associated with the QZM
directions, resolves some important puzzles concerning the BZJ calculation of multi-
instanton effects. We argue that the cluster expansion on the ΓQZM thimble provides a
conceptually complete framework for performing semi-classical expansions.
In our earlier studies [12, 23] we considered two prototypical QM examples: (i)
systems with degenerate harmonic minima coupled to Nf Grassmann valued fields
(corresponding to spin (1
2
)Nf ); and (ii) the related bosonic systems that arise after
integrating out fermions, which are characterized by non-degenerate harmonic minima.
In fact, integrating out the Grassmann fields exactly, one obtains an effective quantum
potential (as in N = 1 supersymmetric quantum mechanics [32, 33])
V (x) = v0(x) + p g v1(x) , (1.2)
where v0(x) is the classical potential, p is a parameter related to Nf , and v1(x) is
the potential generated by integrating out the fermions. Note that the second term,
involving v1(x), is a quantum correction, proportional to the coupling constant g. For
p 6= 0, we refer to the potential V (x) as the effective quantum potential. In [12, 23]
it was demonstrated that the bosonic theory governed by V (x) can exhibit both real
and complex bion configurations. Both of these configurations are exact solutions of
the equations of motion of the quantum action, corresponding to the effective quantum
potential in (1.2). In particular, the complex bion is not a solution of the ordinary
(real) classical equations of motion in the inverted potential (as described in standard
textbooks, see [1, 2]); rather it is an exact solution of the holomorphic classical equations
of motion associated with the effective potential in (1.2).
In the works [12, 20, 22–25, 34, 35] many arguments were made that indicate such
complex solutions of the quantum action dominate the semi-classical analysis. But
this observation, while having many merits and explaining a number of puzzles, led to
several new puzzles, some of which are listed below.
• The relevant saddles are critical points of the exact effective action, which can
typically be thought of as containing fermionic loop effects. However according
to Picard-Lefschetz theory it is the classical action, rather than the quantum one,
that is related to the thimble decomposition relevant for the resurgent structure.
• If the quantum corrections are promoted to the classical action (i.e. the g-
suppressed part of the effective action is promoted to be of order unity), such
saddles no longer play a role in the resurgent expansion3.
3This observation was used in [36, 37] to avoid dealing with non-perturbative contributions entirely,
by formally treating g-suppressed terms as order-unity terms. This procedure reshuffles the pertur-
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• The saddle points have a non-zero imaginary part, which is crucial for the resur-
gent cancellations, as well as to make sense of the real physical contributions.
However, they appear to violate the intersection theorem of the thimbles and
their corresponding dual thimbles.
• Generic quantum mechanical problems, with classically degenerate vacua, may
still have different curvatures, resulting in quantum non-degeneracy [38]. After
one loop effects are taken into account, such systems appear to again be saturated
by complex saddles of one-loop actions. Unlike fermions which can be easily
integrated out exactly, the bosonic one loop action has infinitely many terms,
and it is unclear how to set up a systematic treatment of such problems in the
same spirit.
• Finally, this approach had no adequate treatment of the multi-instanton correc-
tions of the problems with quantum degenerate minima (e.g. traditional double-
well and sine-Gordon problems), except that they could be treated as a limiting
case. While avoiding some of the difficulties encountered in the BZJ prescription
this is not entirely satisfactory, as we expect that such difficulties should possibly
be overcome directly by a complete Picard-Lefschetz theory of path integrals.
The main objective of this work is to resolve these discrepancies and consolidate
the Picard-Lefschetz theory with the resurgence properties which relate perturbation
theory to the saddles of the quantum action. In particular, we aim to explain the
precise relation between critical points at infinity associated with the classical action,
their Lefschetz thimbles, and the bion solutions to the quantum action4. We show that:
1) Due to their non-Gaussian nature, the integral over the thimble attached to the
critical point at infinity may not be saturated in the vicinity of the critical point.
In fact, it may well be the case that this contribution vanishes completely, con-
cealing the effect of the saddle on the physical observables. This is in sharp
contrast with the Gaussian saddles which typically appear in ordinary integrals,
where the dominant contribution always originates from the saddle itself.
2) Due to the effects of the Gaussian directions, the main semi-classical contribution
may arise from the tail of the QZM descent cycle ΓQZM, which is a consequence of
the non-Gaussian nature of the quasi-zero mode directions. In the cases studied
here we show that the bion saddles of the one-loop (quantum) action (for p 6= 0)
dominate the integration over ΓQZM. Note that despite the fact that the bions
bation theory, effectively putting some coupling dependence into coefficients of the series expansion.
With this scaling, the quantum tilt becomes classical and perturbation theory is Borel summable.
4Indeed, it is likely the case that generic critical points of the path integral are of this type, including
QFT applications.
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are not saddles of the classical action, and the genuine critical point attached to
the ΓQZM thimble is at infinity, it is still the bion configuration that dominates
the observables, resolving the puzzles outlined above.
3) Such complex configurations, and not the critical points at infinity, provide the
complex phases that lead to hidden topological angles [22], which are crucial for
explaining quantum interference effects and QM supersymmetry breaking [12, 23].
We argue that these results are generic features of non-Gaussian critical points at
infinity, and that this structure persists at higher orders in the semi-classical cluster
expansion.
In order to understand the relation between bion amplitudes and correlated multi-
instanton amplitudes, we also discuss the bion fluctuation operators, which determine
the leading pre-exponential factor of the corresponding amplitudes. The fluctuation
operators for bion solutions are quite different from the familiar fluctuation operators
that appear in the context of instantons [1, 2]. The typical fluctuation operator en-
countered in instanton problems is a Schro¨dinger operator with a single-well potential,
for example the Po¨schl-Teller potential as in (2.6) below. For real bions, the fluctuation
operator involves a double-Po¨schl-Teller potential, see (A.11) and Fig. 5. For complex
bions, the fluctuation operator contains even more exotic complex potentials. (For pe-
riodic bosonic potentials, the complex bion fluctuation potentials can even be singular
[12, 23].) For both real and complex bions, the associated fluctuation operators possess
parametrically small eigenvalues that correspond to non-Gaussian directions. When
this soft mode is carefully treated, there is perfect agreement between the results of the
instanton gas analysis and the bion analysis.
Our work builds on earlier studies devoted to the role of complex saddle points,
for example Brezin et al. [39], Balian, Parisi and Voros [40], Richard and Rouet [41],
Lapedes and Mottola [42], Millard [43], and Balitsky and Yung [34]. Complexified clas-
sical solutions and Lefschetz thimbles have also been very recently studied by Nekrasov
using techniques and ideas from the Bethe/gauge correspondence [27].
2 Classical action and critical points at infinity
Consider the classical bosonic Euclidean path integral
Zbos =
∫
Dx(t) e−
1
g
S[x(t)] =
∫
Dx(t) e
− 1
g
∫
dt
(
1
2
x˙2+Vbos(x)
)
,
Vbos(x) =
1
2
(W ′(x))2 . (2.1)
There are instanton and anti-instanton saddle points, which are (real) solutions of
x˙ = ±W ′(x) . (2.2)
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In this non-perturbative normalization, the first order BPS equation and its solution
are independent of the coupling constant g. We concentrate on the Sine-Gordon (SG)
system, but a similar analysis can be done for the double-well system extensively studied
in [12, 23]. The superpotential and the instanton solution are, respectively, given by
W (x) = 4 cos
(x
2
)
⇒ xI(t) = 4 arctan (exp[t− tc]) , (2.3)
and the corresponding instanton action is
SI =
8
g
. (2.4)
Here, tc ∈ R is the position modulus, a bosonic zero mode of the instanton solution.
The instanton amplitude is given by
I ≡ ξ = Jtc e−SI
[
dˆetMI
detM0
]− 1
2
PI(g) , (2.5)
where Jtc =
√
SI/(2pi) is the Jacobian associated with the bosonic zero mode, and
MI = − d2dt2 + V ′′(x)|x=xI(t) is the quadratic fluctuation operator in the background of
the instanton. It has the familiar Po¨schl-Teller form
MI = − d
2
dt2
+ 1− 2 sech2(t− tc) , (2.6)
whose only exact zero mode is given by x˙I(t). The “hat” on dˆetMI indicates that
the zero mode has to be removed, and detM0 is a normalization factor, which we
take to be the corresponding free fluctuation operator. PI(g) denotes the perturbative
expansion around the instanton.
The determinant of the instanton fluctuation operator can be computed using the
Gel’fand-Yaglom (GY) method [1, 2, 44–50], summarized in Appendix A. For the in-
stanton in the SG model the determinant ratio is a pure number
dˆetMI
detM0 =
1
4
. (2.7)
In Section 3 we will also need the fluctuation determinants about more general saddle
configurations such as the real and complex bions. These are quite different from the
instanton fluctuation determinants, and are computed in Appendix A, using a variant of
the GY method [47, 49, 51, 52]. The resulting determinant, with zero mode removed,
can be simply expressed in terms of the action of the saddle configuration and the
asymptotic behavior of the associated zero mode.
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2.1 Cluster expansion
The partition function can be expressed as a cluster (virial) expansion for an interacting
gas of instantons [1, 2]. Assuming that there is a gap between the ground state and
the first excited state, in the β →∞ limit, we can write Z as
Z = e−βE0P0(g)
(
1 +
ξ
1!
∫
dτ1 +
ξ2
2!
∫
dτ1dτ2 e
−V12 +
ξ3
3!
∫
dτ1dτ2dτ3 e
−V123 + . . .
)
.
(2.8)
In these integrals, τi denotes the position of ith instanton event, and Vijk... denotes
a many-body interaction. Neglecting the interaction between instantons, the sum ex-
ponentiates and we obtain the dilute instanton gas correction to the vacuum energy
as
Zdilute = e
−βE0P0(g)
( ∞∑
n=0
ξn
n!
∫
dτ1 . . . dτn
)
= e−βE0P0(g)
( ∞∑
n=0
ξn(
∫
dτ1)
n
n!
)
= e−βE0P0(g)eβξ = e−β(E0P0(g)−ξ) . (2.9)
Note that the instanton-induced term provides a negative contribution to the ground
state energy. In fact, this argument suffices to show that any real saddle contribution
to the ground state energy, in the absence of a θ-angle or Berry phase, is universally
negative. As was noted in [12, 20, 23], this observation is at odds with supersymmetry.
The interaction terms V12, V123, . . . are functions of the separation between the
instantons. The two-body interaction can be written as V12 = V12(τ1−τ2) and the three-
body term is V123 := V12(τ1−τ2)+V23(τ2−τ3)+V31(τ3−τ1), where the genuine three-body
interactions were neglected. Hence, using the relative coordinates τij = τi − τj in each
term of (2.8), one of the integrals yields a factor of β:
Z = e−βE0P0(g)
(
1 +
ξ
1!
β +
ξ2
2!
β
∫
dτ12 e
−V12(τ12) +
ξ3
3!
β
∫
dτ12 dτ23 e
−V123 + . . .
)
.
(2.10)
The physical meaning of this factorization is the following: Each instanton has one
exact zero mode, related to its position. When we have n instantons, due to the
interaction between them, (n − 1) of these zero modes turn into quasi-zero modes
(QZM), while one of them remains an exact zero mode, related to the center of mass.
The integration over the exact zero mode gives a factor of β. On the other hand,
the remaining (n − 1)-dimensional integral is structurally very interesting, and is at
the heart of the instanton expansion. In particular, the integral β
∫
dn−1τ behaves as a
polynomial in β with coefficients depending on the coupling constant g. It has the form
βn(#) + βn−1(#) + . . . + β1(#) that contains maximally extensive and sub-extensive
terms in β. This structure is indicative of the presence of a critical point at infinity.
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2.2 Critical points at infinity
At finite separation, there is an interaction between two instantons of the form
V12(τ) = ±A
g
e−τ τ ≡ τ12, A = 32, (2.11)
where τ is the QZM direction, and A = 32 with our normalization convention. The in-
teraction is repulsive for an instanton-instanton pair, and attractive for an instanton/anti-
instanton pair. As a result there is no exact saddle point at any finite separation for an
[II¯] pair in the instanton gas picture. However, at τ = ∞ there is no interaction be-
tween pairs of pseudo-particles, and the configuration is indeed a critical point. Below,
we show that the second order terms in the semi-classical cluster expansion generate,
for an [II¯] pair, the contribution
ξ2
2!
∫
Γ
dτ1dτ2 e
−V12 =
β2[I][I¯]
2!
+
β([II¯]±)1
1!
. (2.12)
Here, we have performed the integral over the QZM-thimble of the critical point at
infinity. The first part of this expression (maximally extensive in β) is of course the
uncorrelated (non-interacting) dilute instanton gas contribution, and the subextensive
O(β) term is the leading term in the correlated [II¯]± contribution. In the cluster
expansion, the terms having a form of β2[I][I¯]/2! exponentiate and give a contribution
of order βe−SI to βE0, while the summation and exponentiation of the terms of the
type β([II¯]±)1/1! contribute at order βe−2SI to βE0. The critical point at infinity and
its QZM-thimble captures both types of contributions.
2.3 Overview of the BZJ method
We begin by reviewing the analysis of Bogomolny and Zinn-Justin [2–4]. Their result is
clearly correct – as it has been checked against numerical results and the WKB method
– but it raises some conceptual and computational questions that we will resolve below
using recent advances in resurgence and Picard-Lefschetz theory.
The second order term in the cluster expansion of the partition function, coming
from an [II¯] pair, is
Z2 = ξ
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ e
A
g
e−τ . (2.13)
The above integral is divergent because the integrand in the upper limit does not go to
zero. This is a benign divergence, which appears in any virial expansion. The solution
is that we have to subtract the uncorrelated term, which exponentiates to the dilute
instanton gas result, and then proceed to compute the correlated remainder, being a
genuine instanton/anti-instanton effect. We write Virial2, using the “-1+1 trick”, see
e.g. [53]:
Z2 = ξ
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
(
e
A
g
e−τ − 1 + 1
)
. (2.14)
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The “+1” term leads to the appearance of ξ
2
2!
(
∫
dτ1)
2 in (2.8), and accounts for the
leading order semi-classical expansion which captures the effect of non-interacting in-
stantons in the dilute instanton gas approximation. The correlated instanton/anti-
instanton amplitude is
[II¯] = ξ2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
(
e
A
g
e−τ − 1
)
. (2.15)
This integral is convergent, but it is dominated by the regime τ → 0 where the notion
of an instanton/anti-instanton pair does not make sense.
To evaluate this integral Bogomolny and Zinn-Justin proposed to analytically con-
tinue the coupling constant as g → −g [2–4]. By doing so one obtains a repulsive
potential between the instanton and anti-instanton. Next, upon integrating by parts,
the integral reduces to
[II¯]→ −A
g
∫ ∞
0
dτ e−
A
g
e−τ e−ττ
= −γ − log
(
A
g
)
− Γ
(
0,
A
g
)
= −γ − log
(
A
g
)
− e−A/g
( g
A
+O
(
g2
))
. (2.16)
BZJ drop the exponentially small terms in this expression, coming from Γ
(
0, A
g
)
, and
then continue back to the positive coupling constant, −g → +g, where one obtains the
result
[II¯]± = ∓ipi − γ − log
(
A
g
)
+ . . . . (2.17)
Here, the sign ambiguity of the imaginary part depends on whether one analytically
continues back in the upper or lower complex g half-plane, respectively. As is well-
known [2–4], this ambiguity in the result of the correlated [II¯]± amplitude cancels
exactly the ambiguity that arises by resuming the perturbation theory, which, likewise,
needs to be defined by analytically continuing the coupling constant into the complex
plane.
A problem with this analysis is that it is not clear why it is possible to drop terms in
(2.16) which are exponentially small when <(g) < 0, but which become exponentially
large ∼ e+A/g when analytically continued back to <(g) > 0. In the next section we
show that if one properly treats critical points at infinity via the Lefschetz thimble
decomposition, such issues are resolved.
2.4 QZM-thimble
The thimble approach to the cluster expansion, based on Picard-Lefschetz theory, pro-
vides a conceptually cleaner and more systematic way of computing multi-instanton
– 9 –
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⌧1
⌧ 1
Figure 1: The Lefschetz thimbles for the II¯ saddle, showing the downward flows
(blue curves) connecting τ0 to τ±1 when g → g eiθ with θ → 0+. The red curves are the
corresponding upward flows. The directions are flipped about the imaginary axis for
θ → 0−.
contributions. We consider the quantum mechanical system with periodic boundary
conditions on a temporal circle of length β. The amplitude for the correlated instanton-
anti-instanton pair is
[II¯] = 1
2
∫ β
0
dτ e
A
g (e−τ+e−(β−τ)) − β/2 . (2.18)
The modified instanton interaction reflects the periodicity of the temporal box 5. Notice
that since the above integral counts the [II¯] configuration twice (that is, integration
from 0 to β/2 is the same as from β/2 to β), we have included an extra factor 1/2.
The exponent of the integrand in (2.18) has a critical point, which corresponds to
an exact instanton/anti-instanton solution [42]. The precise form of this solution is not
5More precisely, the exponent leading to the interaction between the instanton and anti-instanton
must be periodic under shift symmetry, τ → τ + β, and is thus given by Ag
∑∞
n=−∞ e
−|τ+nβ|. Except
for the n = 0,−1 terms that are indeed captured in (2.18), the rest gives sub-leading contributions in
e−β and are henceforth ignored.
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relevant for our argument6. The [II¯] action
S(τ) = −A
g
(
e−τ + e−(β−τ)
)
(2.19)
correctly captures the action in the QZM direction up to higher order terms in e−τ .
The critical point of S(τ) is easily seen to be τ0 = β/2 even though there are other
saddles as well, see e.g. [42], at τn = β/2+ ipin. We now transform τ = τ0 +ξ. However,
it is immediately observed that along the original integration cycle (i.e. R) the action
decreases away from the critical point ξ = 0. This just reflects the fact that the
instanton–anti-instanton pair attracts for real separations τ (i.e. the critical point at
infinity is an “unstable” saddle in the traditional sense). The Picard-Lefschetz theory,
however, the contribution of the saddle should be evaluated along the “downward
flow”, where the action always increases, thus ensuring convergence. Such downward
flow emanates from τ = τ0 directly into the imaginary τ -direction, which is sketched
in Fig. 1. The downward flow from the saddle at τ0 connects to the saddles τ±1,
meaning that we are on a Stokes line. This scenario agrees with what one expects from
perturbation theory. To move off the Stokes line, we analytically continue g → geiθ.
For θ being small and positive, the picture in Fig. 1 is obtained. For θ small and
negative, the picture in Fig. 1 is flipped about the vertical axis.
Now it is clear that the downward flow, or the Lefschetz thimble, through the
saddle at τ = τ0 consists of three parts; namely
Γθ=0
±
QZM = γ
±
1 ∪ γ±2 ∪ γ±3 , (2.20)
where the segments are
γ±1 : ξ ∈ (−∞± ipi,±ipi), γ±2 : ξ ∈ [±ipi,∓ipi], γ±3 : ξ ∈ (∓ipi,∞∓ ipi) .
(2.21)
We therefore define
[II¯]± = lim
β→∞
1
2
(∫
∪iγ±i
dξ e−S(ξ) − β
)
(2.22)
Evaluating the integral along γ±2 in the limit β → ∞ gives ∓ipi. Now, it is left to
compute the integral over γ±1 ∪ γ±3 . This can be concisely written as∫
γ±1 ∪γ±3
dξ e−S(ξ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dξ e−
2A
g
e−β/2 cosh(ξ) = 2K0
(
2A
g
e−β/2
)
, (2.23)
6Such solutions obviously exist, however, whenever there are two neighboring classical minima. To
see this, consider a particle moving in the inverted classical potential (e.g. inverted double-well). We
seek a solution which interpolates from the vicinity of one classical vacuum to another (i.e. one peak
of the inverted potential to the other). These solutions exist and show an oscillatory behavior between
the two peaks, with a period exactly equal to β.
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where K0(z) is a modified Bessel function of the second type. Taking β →∞, we can
use the asymptotic behavior of K0(z)
K0
(
2A
g
e−β/2
)
→ −γ − log
(
A
g
)
+ β/2 . (2.24)
The amplitude (2.22) finally takes the form
[II¯]± = ∓ipi − γ − log
(
A
g
)
+ . . . . (2.25)
Clearly, this construction does not run into the conceptual difficulty mentioned in the
previous section. It also clarifies that in path integration the field space (and specifically
the quasi-zero mode direction) must be complexified in order to properly define the
semi-classical expansion. Finally, it shows that the Lefschetz thimble associated with a
critical point at infinity (not necessarily the critical point per se), yields the dominant
contribution. We will see that the final point becomes more relevant once fermions are
included. In that case, the critical point at infinity does not contribute at all, and the
entire contribution comes from a non-Gaussian thimble.
3 Quantum action and bions
In this section we analyze the role of critical points at infinity in quantum mechanical
models containing fermions. We consider the Euclidean path integral
Z =
∫
Dx(t) e−
1
g
S[x(t)] =
∫
Dx(t) e
− 1
g
∫
dt
(
1
2
x˙2+V (x)
)
, (3.1)
where the bosonic potential is (recall that W (x) = 4 cos
(
x
2
)
for the SG system)
V (x) = 1
2
(W ′(x))2 + p g
2
W ′′(x). (3.2)
The important feature of the action in (3.1) is that in addition to having a purely
classical part, it has a quantum piece that is of the form
V (x) = v0(x) + p g v1(x) , (3.3)
where the term p g v1 ≡ p g2 W ′′(x) arises from integrating out the fermionic degrees of
freedom 7. We refer to V (x) as the effective quantum potential.
For p = ±1, the quantum potential corresponds to the bosonic and fermionic
sectors of supersymmetric QM. For other positive or negative integers, the quantum
7If the second term is a classical tilt, i.e. pg ∼ O(1), of the potential, then complex field configu-
rations still exist, but perturbation theory is Borel summable, see [37].
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potential is related to quasi-exactly solvable systems. This can be seen by integrating
out Nf fermionic fields in the action
S =
1
g
∫
dt
(
1
2
x˙2 + 1
2
(W ′)2 + 1
2
(ψ¯iψ˙i − ˙¯ψiψi) + 12W ′′[ψ¯i, ψi]
)
, i = 1, . . . , Nf .
(3.4)
The system given in (3.1) with the potential function (3.2) has exact solutions of the
equations of motions associated with the quantum potential [12, 23]
+
d2z
dt2
=
∂V
∂z
or
d2z
dt2
= W ′W ′′ + p g
2
W ′′′ . (3.5)
These exact solutions inlcude the bounce as well as real and complex bions. The
explicit form of the solutions is summarized in Appendix A. Unlike instantons, the exact
solutions of the equations of motion involve g, and have a characteristic size ln(A/g),
which can be interpreted as the separation of instantons-anti-instantons constituents.
It is important to note that the classical solutions, the leading saddle points coming
from the classical action, are still given by instantons. At second order in the cluster
expansion, two instantons at infinite separation correspond to a genuine critical point
at infinity. In this section we explain the precise relation between these classical saddle
points at infinity and the exact bion solutions of the quantum action.
3.1 Critical points at infinity and their thimbles vs. exact bion solutions
Consider the quantum system on a temporal circle with size β, as in the p = 0 case.
The presence of fermions, or equivalently, the existence of the quantum term in the
potential, modifies the interaction between instantons. We denote the interaction po-
tential between two instantons by V+(z), and the potential between an instanton and
an anti-instanton by V−(z):
V±(τ) = ±A
g
(
e−τ + e−(β−τ)
)
+ p τ . (3.6)
The interaction between instantons has both classical and quantum terms. The classical
bosonic interaction is repulsive for correlated [II] pairs and attractive for [II¯] pairs.
On the other hand, the fermion zero mode (or quantum) induced potential, p g
2
W ′′(x),
leads to an attractive interaction for both [II] and [II¯] pairs.
3.1.1 [II] thimble integration
We discuss first the slightly simpler case of an [II] pair configuration. This config-
uration is a critical point at infinity, which means that τ0 = β/2 goes to infinity as
β → ∞. In contrast to a Gaussian critical point, the contribution from this critical
point vanishes as β →∞,
lim
β→∞
e−
2A
g (e−β/2)e−pβ/2 = 0 . (3.7)
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V+(τ)
Figure 2: The effective interaction potential V+(τ) associated with the [II] config-
uration. The critical value τ ∗ = ln
(
A
g p
)
gives the dominant contribution to the [II]
amplitude integral in (3.8).
This does not mean that the contribution of the thimble vanishes. Indeed, the exact
integration over Γθ=0
±
QZM in the β →∞ limit gives
I+(p, g) ≡
∫
Γθ=0
±
QZM
dτ e−
A
g (e−τ+e−(β−τ))e−pτ =
( g
A
)p
Γ(p) (3.8)
The [II] amplitude, derived from integrating over the associated QZM-thimble, is
[II] = I+(p, g)× [I]2
=
( g
A
)p
Γ(p)× SI
2pi
[
dˆetMI
detM0
]−1
e−2SI
=
1
2pi
( g
32
)p−1
Γ(p)e−2SI . (3.9)
The leading contribution to the integral in (3.8) arises not from the bosonic critical
point at τ0 = β/2, but instead from the tail of the thimble attached to the critical
point τ ∗ = ln
(
A
g p
)
. See Fig. 2 for a sketch of the form of the [II] interaction potential.
The scale corresponding to this dominant contribution
τ ∗ = ln
(
A
g p
)
, (3.10)
is interpreted physically as the separation between the two instantons [12, 23]. In
Section 3.2 we show the result (3.9), including the pre-exponential terms, matches the
contribution of the real bion solution of the quantum potential.
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Figure 3: Plot of the Lefschetz thimble attached to the [II¯] critical point at τ0 = β/2.
As β → ∞, the critical point moves to infinity and its contribution to the thimble
integral vanishes. However, the integral receives a non-vanishing contribution from a
complex bion configuration located at τ ∗+ = log(A/g) + ipi. Compare with Fig. 2.
3.1.2 [II¯] thimble integration
We now consider the effect of an [II¯] pair. The integration over the quasi-zero mode
direction now becomes
[II¯]naive =
∫ β
0
dτ e
A
g (e−τ+e−(β−τ))e−pτ . (3.11)
Here, we have written the integral along the positive real line. This is clearly too naive.
The QZM integration should be carried out over the Lefschetz thimble associated with
the critical point. The critical point at infinity, τ0 = β/2, of the bosonic action is the
same as for the p = 0 theory. The contribution of the vicinity of this critical point is∫
Γcritical point
dτ e
A
g (e−τ+e−(β−τ))e−pτ ≈ e 2Ag (e−β/2)e−pβ/2 , (3.12)
which vanishes in the limit β →∞
lim
β→∞
e
2A
g (e−β/2)e−pβ/2 = 0 . (3.13)
As for the [II] saddle, this does not mean that the contribution of the thimble vanishes.
The QZM direction is non-Gaussian, and this fact is encoded in the thimble integra-
tion. The contour should be deformed along the downward flow direction, as in Fig. 1.
Then the exact integration over the quasi-zero mode thimble Γθ=0
±
QZM in the β →∞ limit
results in
I−(p, g) ≡
∫
Γθ=0
±
QZM
dτ e
A
g (e−τ+e−(β−τ))e−pτ = e±ipip
( g
A
)p
Γ(p) . (3.14)
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The [II¯] amplitude, derived from integrating over this QZM-thimble, is given by
[II¯]± = I−(p, g)× [I]2
= e±ipip
( g
A
)p
Γ(p)× SI
2pi
[
dˆetMI
detM0
]−1
e−2SI
=
1
2pi
( g
32
)p−1
Γ(p)e−2SIe±ipip . (3.15)
Here, use was made of the fact that the non-zero mode determinant of the [II¯] approx-
imately factorizes.
This result for the [II¯] amplitude has a number of interesting aspects:
• Unlike regular Gaussian saddle points for which critical point gives the dominant
contribution, the critical point at infinity and its vicinity do not contribute. This
is different from the usual situation in Picard-Lefschetz theory, which by definition
has only Gaussian modes because, strictly speaking, the “action” must be a Morse
function.
• The integral in (3.14) is dominated by the tail of the Lefschetz thimble in the
sense that the main contribution comes from the complex points
τ ∗± =
[
ln
(
A
g p
)
± ipi
]
, (3.16)
where the real part of τ ∗± corresponds to the separation between the instanton
and anti-instanton constituents [12, 23].
• We show below in Section 3.3 that this contribution corresponds to the exact
complex bion solution of the quantum modified equations of motion.
• By expressing the [II¯]± amplitude as
[II¯]± = 1
2pi
( g
32
)p−1
Γ(p)e−2SI (cos(pip)± i sin(pip)) , (3.17)
it is easy to see that the two-fold ambiguous part ∼ ±i sin(pip)Γ(p)e−2SI must be
related to resurgent cancellations. This part cancels against the ambiguity in the
Borel resummation of perturbation theory, as verified in [23, 24].
The unambiguous term cos(pip) is the hidden topological angle (HTA) associated
with the bion configuration. The HTA ensures that the complex bion contribution
to the ground state energy can be either positive or negative depending on p,
despite the fact that the Lefschetz thimble belongs to a real critical point at
infinity 8. In particular, in supersymmetric QM the ground state energy vanishes
due to an exact cancellation between the semi-classical contributions of real and
complex bions [12, 23].
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Log[A/g] τ
V-(τ)
Figure 4: The effective interaction potential V−(τ) associated with the [II¯] configura-
tion. For real values of the separation τ , (black-solid curve), this completely attractive
potential is the reason why the [II¯] configuration is viewed as unstable in the litera-
ture. The red-dashed curve correspond to the effective potential on the thimble. The
value τ ∗ = ln
(
A
g p
)
+ ipi gives the dominant contribution to the [II¯] amplitude integral
in (3.14).
In Fig. 4 we plot the potential V−(τ) for i) real values of τ and ii) for values of
τ ∈ ΓQZM, on the [II¯] QZM thimble. For simplicity, consider the β → ∞ limit. For
real values, as discussed in textbooks and reviews, the potential (shown by the black
solid curve) is always attractive and the [II¯] configuration is unstable. There is no
length scale at which the pair stabilizes. This is the perspective that one obtains by
using standard techniques such as real gradient flow or the valley method. On the other
hand, on the QZM-thimble, the exponential (classical) part becomes repulsive as shown
in the red dashed curve. The one-loop quantum-induced term leads to an attractive
“force”, resulting in a stable configuration at τ ∗ = ln
(
A
g p
)
+ ipi. However, since this
latter term is quantum mechanical in origin, the minima are not critical points, but
points on the tail of genuine [II¯]-thimbles which dominate the integral.
One may think that this description is essentially the analytic continuation of BZJ,
g → −g, which turns the attractive potential to a repulsive one. However, this is not
true. In the BZJ prescription, after analytic continuation, the range of integration
8Recall that the contribution of all real (instanton) configurations to ground state energy is negative
semi-definite (in the absence of topological theta-angles or Berry phases accompanied with the instan-
ton amplitudes.). The fact that the complex bion contribution may be positive has very important
implications both in QM as well as QFT [22, 54].
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for τ is [0,∞). This range differs from the one appearing on ΓQZM. As explained
around (2.16), the integration on the BZJ domain induces an exponentially small term
e−A/g that would become exponentially large e+A/g once one moves back to the physical
theory. This term was dropped in the BZJ analysis without justification. On the other
hand, the integration on ΓQZM does not generate this pathological term. As emphasized
earlier, in order to obtain this result, one needs to use the complex gradient equation to
determine the integration cycle as opposed to the real gradient flow or valley techniques.
Once this is done, the analysis of the [II¯] is fundamentally on the same footing as [II].
3.2 Real bion amplitude vs. [II] amplitude
The semi-classical treatment of the supersymmetric SG system was shown to require
the inclusion of the real bion, which is a solution of the one-loop quantum action
[12, 23]. The properties of the real bion are reviewed in Appendix A.1. The real bion
configuration is a solution of the Euclidean equations of motion (3.5) which includes
quantum one-loop effects (see (3.2)). In this section we explain the relation between
this solution and the [II] amplitude (3.9) computed in Section 3.1.1, obtained by using
the classical action and integrating over ΓQZM.
This real bion solution has an exact translational zero mode, the center position of
the bion. It also has a parametrically small “soft mode” that will be important below.
The amplitude is given by
Ireal bion = [RB] = Jtc
[
dˆetMreal bion
detM0
]− 1
2
e−Sreal bion . (3.18)
Here, Jtc = [Sreal bion/(2pi)]
1/2 is the Jacobian associated with the translational zero
mode of the bion, Sreal bion is the real bion action, and the determinant is that of the
fluctuation operator in the real bion background. We now show that, taking into
account the soft mode of the fluctuation operator, the real bion amplitude coincides
precisely with the correlated [II] amplitude in (3.9). This is a non-trivial result,
because the details of the two calculations differ in several significant ways:
• In the [II] calculation there are two powers of the Jacobian Jtc , one for each
instanton. In the [RB] analysis, however, there is only one zero mode and the
Jacobian enters only once. Note that the Jacobian is proportional to the square
root of the classical action. Since Sreal bion ∼ 2SI , it is certainly not the case that
the Jacobian factors match.
• For [II] there is an integral over the QZM direction, corresponding to the [II]
separation. The size of the real bion, on the other hand, is fixed by the value of
the coupling constant g. The existence of a non-Gaussian mode must be encoded
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in the presence of a parametrically small eigenvalue in the fluctuation operator.
It is not immediately obvious that this contribution matches the one arising from
the QZM integration.
• The two calculations also differ in the treatment of the classical [II] interaction.
In the conventional instanton calculus, the interaction is determined from an
ansatz (or an approximate flow equation), and then included in the QZM integral.
In the [RB] analysis [12, 23] we observe that the saddle point has action Sreal bion =
2SI − p log
(
p g
32e
)
+ . . .. The logarithmic correction term must combine with the
parametrically small eigenvalue of the fluctuation operator to build the integral
over the QZM in the [II] analysis. We now demonstrate this explicitly.
The real bion fluctuation determinant is computed in Appendix A.1. We combine
the Jacobian factor, proportional to (Ssaddle)
1/2, with the inverse square root of the
determinant (A.14) of the fluctuation operator, to obtain the semi-classical pre-factor:
√
Sreal bion
2pi
[
dˆetMreal bion
detM0
]− 1
2
≈ 1
2pi
(
32
g
)√
2pi
p
. (3.19)
Note that in the weak coupling limit, the relation between the determinant in the real
bion (A.14) and the instanton background (2.7) is given by
dˆetMreal bion
detM0 ≈
pg
64
=
pg
4
[
dˆetMI
detM0
]2
=
pg
4
[
1
4
]2
. (3.20)
This result proves the existence of one parametrically small eigenvalue in the real
bion background. We can view the presence of a small eigenvalue as the result of
tunneling between the two minima in the potential of the fluctuation operator, see
Fig. 5. Expressing the bion action in terms of the instanton action, we get
e−Sreal bion ∼
( g
32
)+p (p
e
)+p
e−2SI . (3.21)
Combining (3.19) and (3.21) the real bion amplitude is obtained as
[RB] = Ireal bion = 1
2pi
( g
32
)+p−1 (p
e
)+p√2pi
p
e−2SI . (3.22)
Now compare this real bion result with the [II] amplitude in (3.9). We observe that
(p/e)p
√
2pi/p is the asymptotic expansion of Γ(p) for large p, so that the two results
agree if we substitute the full expression for its asymptotic form. It is instructive to
understand why (3.22) only reproduces the asymptotic form. The crucial observation
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is that we have treated the soft mode in the real bion analysis as if it is a Gaussian
mode.
More specifically, note that the QZM integration (in the β →∞ limit) is given by∫
ΓQZM,exact
dτ e−(
A
g
e−τ+pτ) =
( g
A
)p
Γ(p) . (3.23)
If we momentarily ignore the fact that the second term in the exponent is a quantum
correction, and perform a saddle-point analysis of the effective potential V (τ) = A
g
e−τ+
pτ , we find that the critical point is at τ ∗ = ln( A
g p
), which is the size of the real bion.
Using a Gaussian approximation, we find
e−V (τ∗)
∫
dτ e−
p
2
τ2 =
(p g
Ae
)p√2pi
p
, (3.24)
which is the leading asymptotic approximation to the exact result given in (3.23).
This implies that it is in general not justified to treat the soft mode in the real bion
fluctuation operator in the Gaussian approximation. If the soft mode of the real bion
was treated consistently, the result would agree with (3.9).
3.3 Complex bion amplitude versus [II¯] amplitude
The SG system also has exact complex bion solutions [12, 23]. The complex bion
configuration [CB] is an exact solution of the Euclidean equations of motions (3.5)
derived from the quantum potential (3.2). In this section we explain its relation to the
[II¯] amplitude (3.15) computed in Section 3.1.2, obtained using just the bosonic action.
Additional novel features appear in the case of [II¯] pairs, beyond those discussed in
the previous section for the case of the [II] amplitude.
• In the [II¯]± analysis the HTA arises from the integration over the QZM-cycle.
In the [CB]± calculation the HTA appears as the imaginary part of the action.
• In instanton calculus the Jacobian and the fluctuation determinant are mani-
festly real. In the complex bion analysis, the Jacobian and fluctuation deter-
minant could potentially modify the HTA arising from the classical action. We
will see that this is not the case. The complex action in the Jacobian cancels
exactly against a similar factor that appears in the GY method of calculating the
determinant
[
dˆetMcomplex bion
]−1/2
.
The complex bion fluctuation determinant is computed in Appendix A.2. We
obtain the counterpart of the real bion result (3.22), in the weak coupling limit, as
[CB]± = 1
2pi
( g
32
)+p−1 (p
e
)+p√2pi
p
e−2SIe±ippi = [RB]e±ippi . (3.25)
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This result shows that, up to the hidden topological phase, the one-loop amplitudes
for the complex and the real bion cases are equal. Crucially, the complex bion is
a point lying on the QZM-thimble of the instanton/anti-instanton critical point at
infinity: [II¯]±. This explains why the two types of computations are related. This
thimble is shown in Fig. 3, and the complex bion configuration corresponds to a complex
separation between the instanton and anti-instanton constituents given by
τ ∗± =
(
ln
(
A
gp
)
± ipi
)
. (3.26)
Correcting for the soft mode that arises from the complex bion analysis, one finds
precisely the [II¯]± amplitude in (3.15), obtained over the QZM-thimble of the critical
point at infinity.
4 Conclusions
In this work we clarified the treatment of multi-instanton contributions in the quantum
mechanical path integral. Our main findings are:
1) Generic multi-instanton contributions correspond to critical points at infinity,
and the correct way to compute them is to calculate the integral over the asso-
ciated Lefschetz thimble. Typically, the main contribution comes not from the
saddle point or its vicinity, but from a non-Gaussian integral on the associated
complexified quasi-zero mode manifold.
2) In the theories with fermions the leading contribution is captured by an exact
solution of the equations of motion in the quantum modified potential. We showed
how to compute the fluctuation operators around these solutions. The fluctuation
operator encodes the exact asymptotic behavior of the thimble integral. In order
to reproduce the full result the non-Gaussian mode has to be treated exactly, not
just in a Gaussian approximation.
3) We demonstrated that the fluctuation operator can be computed for both real
and complex (singular) bion solutions. The result has the correct form to match
the thimble integration. In particular, the cancellations between real bions and
complex singular bions that are required by supersymmetry are preserved when
fluctuations are included.
There are some obvious directions in which the present study can be extended.
Within quantum mechanics, it will be interesting to study the thimbles that appear
in correlated multi-instanton events beyond second order. In quantum field theory,
there are applications to the non-BPS multi-instanton and multi-monopole amplitudes
discussed in [55–60].
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A Fluctuation Determinants
In this Appendix we record the computations of the fluctuation determinants around
the bion configurations discussed in Section 3. We compute the determinant with
the zero mode removed using an appropriate variant [47, 49, 51, 52] of the general
determinant method of Gel’fand-Yaglom [44–50]. In this approach, the determinant
with zero mode removed is expressed entirely in terms of the associated classical action
and the asymptotic data of the zero mode as
dˆetM
detM0 =
g
2ωA+A−
Ssaddle , (A.1)
where the fluctuation operator about a SG saddle solution is given as
Msaddle = − d
2
dt2
+ V ′′(zsaddle(t))
= − d
2
dt2
+ cos (zsaddle(t)) +
p g
8
cos
(
1
2
zsaddle(t)
)
. (A.2)
and the zero mode is the derivative of the classical saddle solution, with asymptotics
z˙(t) ≈ A±e∓ωt for t→ ±∞ . (A.3)
The determinant is normalized by the determinant of the corresponding free operator
with frequency ω,M0 = − d2dt2 +ω2. For fluctuation operators about instantons, this is
all very well known. For the SG system, the corresponding instanton zero mode is
x˙I = 2 sech(t) ∼ 4 e∓t , t→ ±∞ , (A.4)
from which the result quoted in (2.7) follows. We now apply the general formula (A.1)
to the results of [12, 23], to compute the fluctuation determinants for the various bion
solutions of the SG system.
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A.1 Fluctuation Determinant for Real Bion Saddle
After integrating out p flavors of fermions, the SG bosonic quantum potential is
V (x) =
1
2
(W ′)2 +
1
2
p gW ′′ = 2 sin2
(x
2
)
− 1
2
p g cos
(x
2
)
. (A.5)
The complexified classical equations of motion are
z¨ = sin (z) +
1
4
g p sin
(z
2
)
. (A.6)
The equations of motion (A.6) have a real bion solution [12, 23], which has the form of
a correlated instanton-instanton pair,
zreal bion(t) = 4 (arctan (exp [ω(t− tc − t0)]) + arctan (exp [ω(t− tc + t0)])) , (A.7)
where the frequency ω = ωreal bion is
ωreal bion =
√
1 + p g
8
. (A.8)
The translational collective coordinate of the bion is tc, and t0 is the characteristic
separation scale
treal bion0 ≡
1
ωreal bion
ln
[√
8
p g
(1 + ωreal bion)
]
≈ 1
2
ln
(
32
p g
)
+ . . . . (A.9)
The action of the SG real bion solution is
Sreal bion =
16
g
√
1 + g p
8
+ 2 p arctanh
(
1√
1 + p g
8
)
=
16
g
+ p ln
(
32 e
p g
)
+ . . . . (A.10)
The fluctuation operator about the SG real bion solution is
Mreal bion = − d
2
dt2
+ cos (zreal bion(t)) +
pg
8
cos
(
1
2
zreal bion(t)
)
. (A.11)
The form of this fluctuation potential is plotted in Fig. 5.
The fluctuation operator in (A.11) has an exact zero mode, associated with trans-
lation symmetry
φreal bionzero mode(t) = z˙real bion(t)
= 2ω (sech (ω(t− tc − t0)) + sech (ω(t− tc + t0))) , (A.12)
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Figure 5: Plot of the fluctuation potential in (A.11) for the SG real bion solution
(solid blue curve), together with the zero mode (dashed red curve) in (A.12). Note the
double well structure of the fluctuation potential, and the symmetric nature of the zero
mode solution, characteristic of a real bion solution, leading to a positive fluctuation
determinant.
where ω ≡ ωreal bion, and t0 ≡ treal bion0 . This zero mode (A.12) is also plotted in Fig. 5.
Note the double-well structure of the fluctuation potential, distinct from the familiar
single-well structure of the fluctuation potential (2.6) for the instanton solution. Also
note the symmetric form of the real bion zero mode, as expected for the lowest mode
of a non-negative fluctuation operator (contrast with the anti-symmetric zero mode for
the bounce, in Fig. 6).
To compute the real bion fluctuation determinant we need the asymptotic values
of the zero mode as normalized in (A.12). For the SG real bion solution
φreal bionzero mode(t) ∼ 4
√
32
p g
ω2real bione
∓ωreal bion t , t→ ±∞ . (A.13)
Thus, from the general formula (A.1), the determinant of the fluctuation operator with
zero mode removed, relative to that of the corresponding free operator, is given by
dˆetMreal bion
detM0 ≈
p g
64
. (A.14)
A.2 Fluctuation Determinants for Real Bounce and Complex Bion Saddles
We first recall the real bounce solution, because as discussed in detail in [12, 23], the
complex bion solutions are obtained from the real bounce by the analytic continuation
p→ −p. We thus compute the fluctuation determinants from the analytic continuation
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of the corresponding real bounce fluctuation determinant, as all steps of the computa-
tion have a well-defined analytic continuation. We will see that this procedure leads to
results that agree perfectly with the physical picture developed in this paper.
The equations of motion (A.6) have a real bounce solution, with the form of a
correlated instanton/anti-instanton pair
zbounce(t) = 2pi + 4
[
arctan (exp [ω(t− tc − t0)])− arctan (exp [ω(t− tc + t0)])
]
,
(A.15)
The frequency ω in (A.15) is
ωbounce =
√
1− p g
8
(A.16)
and the characteristic separation scale t0 in (A.15) is
tbounce0 ≡
1
ωbounce
ln
[√
8
p g
(1 + ωbounce)
]
≈ 1
2
ln
(
32
p g
)
+ . . . . (A.17)
The action of the SG bounce solution is
Sbounce =
16
g
√
1− g p
8
− 2p arctanh
[√
1− g p
8
]
=
16
g
− p ln
(
32 e
p g
)
+ . . . . (A.18)
The fluctuation operator about this SG bounce solution is
Mbounce = − d
2
dt2
+ cos (zbounce(t)) +
pg
8
cos
(
1
2
zbounce(t)
)
. (A.19)
The form of this fluctuation potential is plotted in Fig. 6.
This fluctuation operator in (A.19) has an exact zero mode, associated with trans-
lation symmetry
φbouncezero mode(t) = z˙bounce(t)
= 2ω (sech (ω(t− tc − t0))− sech (ω(t− tc + t0))) , (A.20)
where ω ≡ ωbounce, and t0 ≡ tbounce0 . This SG bounce zero mode (A.20) is also plotted in
Fig. 6. Note the double-well structure, distinct from the familiar single-well structure
of the fluctuations about the instanton solution. Also note the anti-symmetric form of
the bounce zero mode, indicating the existence of a negative mode, as expected for a
bounce solution (contrast with the symmetric zero mode for the real bion in Fig. 5).
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t0-t0 t
ω^2
Figure 6: Plot of the fluctuation potential in (A.19) for the SG bounce solution (solid
blue curve), together with the zero mode (dashed red curve) in (A.20). Note the double-
well structure of the fluctuation potential, and the anti-symmetric nature of the zero
mode solution, characteristic of a bounce solution, leading to a negative fluctuation
determinant.
To compute the fluctuation determinant we need the asymptotic values of the zero
mode, as normalized in (A.20). For this SG bounce solution
φbouncezero mode(t) ∼ ±8
√
8
p g
ω2bouncee
∓ωbounce t , t→ ±∞ . (A.21)
Thus, from the general formula (A.1), the determinant of the bounce fluctuation op-
erator with zero mode removed, relative to that of the corresponding free operator, is
given by
dˆetMbounce
detM0 ≈ −
p g
64
. (A.22)
The supersymmetric SG system also has a complex bion solution, from the true vacuum
critical point to (a complex conjugate pair of) complex turning points. As discussed in
detail in [12, 23], this solution is obtained by implementing the analytic continuation
p → e±ipi p in the (real) bounce solution. Thus, by an analogous computation, the
corresponding fluctuation determinant is
dˆetMcomplex bion
detM0 ≈
p g
64
. (A.23)
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